The Case of Casey Anthony:
Defending the American Jury System

On July 5, 2011, after only eleven hours of deliberation and no request to review evidence, a twelve-person jury found twenty-five year old Casey Anthony not guilty of murdering her two year old daughter, Caylee.1 The two-year old had been missing since June of 2008, however, the authorities were not notified until thirty-one days later at which point Casey began to weave a web of lies about her daughter's whereabouts. In December of 2008, Caylee's skeletal remains were found in the woods near her family's home and Casey was indicted for Caylee's murder soon after.2 The story quickly grabbed the media's attention but it was not until the trial that the American people became captivated by the possibility that a young mother like Casey could murder such a beautiful little girl like Caylee.3 Had Casey been convicted, she would have faced the death penalty.4

Many compared the recent Casey Anthony case to that of O.J. Simpson.5 Both cases drew millions of Americans to their televisions to watch the trial and corresponding media coverage and commentary. Both cases depended mainly on circumstantial evidence and both cases ended with an acquittal.6 Furthermore, when the verdicts came down, in both cases, a majority of Americans were not only outraged but devastated and heartbroken.7 How could a jury not convict a woman who failed to notify authorities that her daughter was missing for over one month? How could any parent believe a mother is innocent when she parties while her daughter is missing? Many Americans felt there to be an obvious conclusion to this case. Common sense tells us that a mother who does not report her child missing, parties while her daughter is missing and lies is clearly guilty. The verdict left many questioning how a jury could reach such a seemingly unjust result.

I. The Purpose and Importance of a Jury Trial

In order to answer this question, it is first important to understand the functional purpose of a jury. The Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution reads in pertinent part: "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed . . . ."8 The 'not-guilty' verdict in the Casey Anthony case left many wondering why we even have a jury when they have produced verdicts which fly in the face of the evidence at bar. However, America's founding fathers believed jury trials to be the ultimate safeguard against oppression by the government - which the judicial branch is a part of. Thomas Jefferson "consider[ed] trial by jury as the only anchor ever yet imagined by man, by which a government can be held to the principles of its constitution."9 Judges, although a separate branch of government, may align themselves with the prosecution, whether consciously or subconsciously. This might be because many judges are former prosecutors themselves.10 A jury, on the other hand, is less likely to be partial to any branch of government and those who have biases may be weeded out through the voir dire phase of jury selection.11 Therefore, the trial by jury process provides Americans with peace of mind, ensuring that if an individual is ever put on trial, a jury of that individual's peers will be attentive, fair and impartial and acquitting that individual if the prosecution fails to meet its burden. It assures Americans that we are not totally at the whim of our government, and cannot be convicted based on the beliefs of the government alone.

The Founding Fathers required a jury verdict in all criminal trials to protect against government oppression. In continuing this protection, the Fifth Amendment secures due process of the law.12 Encompassed under the Due Process Clause is the high standard of proving the defendant to be guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.13 This standard requires the jury to acquit in all cases if "there is a real possibility that a defendant is not guilty."14 The prosecution in the Casey Anthony case thus had to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Casey Anthony murdered her daughter, Caylee.

II. Why a Jury Might Not Convict

A. Lack of Direct Evidence - The CSI Effect

By the end of the Casey Anthony trial, many uncertainties remained.15 No "smoking gun" evidence existed - no murder weapon was ever found, no one confessed to the murder, the cause of death was never determined, there was no eyewitness testimony, and no scientifically substantiated physical evidence.16 It is possible that those twelve jurors felt that because this evidence was not presented to them, the defendant was not guilty.17 This is known as the "CSI Effect."
American jurists have grown accustomed to shows like NCIS, CSI and Law and Order, which often find a murder weapon with the DNA or fingerprints of the defendant, or they are able to secure a confession after fifteen minutes in the interrogation room. If these shows can come up with this type of evidence in one hour, surely detectives and prosecutors should produce similar results. The "CSI Effect," refers to inflated jury expectations regarding evidentiary proof and a consequent increase in the prosecution's burden. In the typical CSI episode, each crime is solved with forensic tests, and these tests always discern the identity of the culprit. Furthermore, in these primetime dramas, forensic scientists and investigators are definitely positive that a particular fingerprint or DNA sample matches the suspect. However, in reality, forensic scientists cannot make such a definitive claim; instead, they can merely say that the evidence is "associated" with the suspect. This creates "unreasonable expectations in the minds of jurors" influencing them to believe that physical evidence, or one-hundred percent certainty, is required to prove guilt in every case in order to convict.

In the Casey Anthony case, the CSI effect may have very well played a major role in the minds of the jurors. Without seeing clear physical evidence proving guilt, a jury in today's society might be less inclined to convict and as we saw in the Casey Anthony case, acquit. Like many Americans are accustomed to seeing on their favorite primetime drama, no murder weapon was ever found, no one confessed to the murder, the cause of death was never determined, there was no eyewitness testimony, and any physical evidence presented was questionable. Instead, both sides attempted to paint a picture of what occurred framed around circumstantial evidence. "Circumstantial evidence is evidence from which the fact-finder can infer whether the facts in dispute existed or did not exist." The prosecution presented a theory that Casey used chloroform to subdue Caylee, and then used duct tape to cover her mouth and nose to kill her. The defense, on the other hand, claimed at trial that Caylee drowned in the pool and rather than calling the paramedics or police, Casey's father concocted a cover-up plan to make it appear that Caylee was kidnapped and then killed.

Despite the lack of direct evidence, circumstantial evidence pointing toward Casey's guilt did exist. Duct tape was found near the remains of Caylee, part was stuck to her skull. However, the duct tape contained no DNA. Although direct evidence showed that Google searches for "chloroform" and "how to make chloroform" were conducted on the Anthony's computer, no direct evidence put Casey at the computer at that time. A strand of hair, most likely from Caylee, was also found in the trunk of Casey's car, and evidence suggested that it had come from a decomposing body. Witnesses, including Casey's father, also testified that a foul smell believed to be a decomposing body lingered in Casey's car; however, there was no unanimous conclusion among experts that a dead body was actually in the car. Furthermore, Casey was caught in many lies, such as lying to friends and family about her daughter's whereabouts, partying while her daughter was missing, and claims of a nanny kidnapping Caylee when it was later determined that no such person existed. The prosecution also presented items found with Caylee's remains including a Winnie the Pooh blanket, matching one found at the Anthony's home, and a laundry bag that served as the little girl's coffin came from a matching set - the other was found at the Anthony's home.

The problem with relying on mostly circumstantial evidence, as was the case in the Casey Anthony trial, is that it can "simultaneously [be] evidence of guilt and innocence." Thus, the evidence presented in the Anthony trial, when taking everything into account, did not particularly point in one direction or another. Despite the abundance of evidence presented to the jury by the prosecution, any forensic evidence was questionable and not strong enough to amount to the evidence presented in most primetime dramas. Circumstantial evidence presented did suggest that Casey murdered her child, but is this enough? Many Americans believed that even without an abundance of strong forensic evidence and eyewitnesses, all arrows pointed to Casey as her daughter's murderer. However, because the prosecution did not present physical evidence or "smoking gun" evidence appearing in prime time dramas, this jury might have been inclined to acquit.

B. What's at Stake & The Whole Picture

Jurors, however, are in a starkly different position from the American public, and while it struggles with its outrage in an attempt to understand how twelve of its peers could have acquitted someone who is believed to have murdered her own child, Americans must remember that the jury has more information at its disposal, with a greater understanding of what is at stake and the ability to better interpret the information presented in the courtroom. Jurors in a criminal case are faced with the daunting task of determining whether or not an individual is guilty. The defendant not only has the stigma of becoming a convicted felon, but also his reputation,
liberty and possibly even life are at stake. Accordingly, a society that values the good name and freedom of every individual should not condemn a man for commission of a crime when there is reasonable doubt about his guilt. This might make a juror more inclined to favor acquittal when no direct evidence is presented to them. Furthermore, unlike the jurors, most Americans did not watch every minute of the thirty-three day trial. We did not all listen closely to what each witness said nor were we in the privileged position of being able to interpret the body language and expressions of each witness. Instead, we rely on the media for our information. Americans cannot trust that the media presented all the relevant information properly or objectively. The media portrays a person and case in a light that attracts viewers and attention; it does not necessarily reflect the truth. Therefore, a juror may be more inclined to find a defendant not guilty when the evidence is not strong because of the high stakes or the jurors might have observed something in the courtroom that the American people were unable to pick up on due to the lack of media attention. This phenomena may well have occurred in the Casey Anthony trial.

III. Conclusion

So in the instant case, was the evidence enough to find Casey Anthony guilty beyond a reasonable doubt? This question can only be answered by the twelve people on that jury. Although some jurors have come out and spoken to the media about its verdict, we do not know the exact thoughts of all twelve jurors during their deliberations, nor do we know how their subconscious may have influenced the final verdict. Perhaps they found evidence pointing to her innocence to be more credible than the prosecution's evidence. Or perhaps they found that all the evidence was circumstantial and that because there was no "smoking gun" evidence the prosecution did not meet its burden. Regardless, what the jury verdict did prove is that despite the government prosecuting a person and despite a media mob attacking the character of the defendant, an individual can still count on a jury of his peers to listen to the facts and hold the government to the standard required under our laws, even if that decision is unpopular. While the verdict in the Casey Anthony case offends many Americans who believe the evidence is clear, it underscores the importance of our justice system, and shows us that through the trial by jury process, our system avoids the hallmark of totalitarian regime: the imposition of draconian punishment based on conclusory beliefs absent clear and convincing evidence.
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